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After the publication of this article [1], we became
aware that there were errors in Figs. 4 and 13.
Specifically:
The correct Figs. 4 and 13 are shown below.
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Fig. 4 instead of displaying the appropriate images, the 1 μM Aβ + Trolox panel duplicated the NoAβ+MTZ image and the 1 μM Aβ +MTZ panel
duplicated the 10 μM Aβ +MTZ image. Both errors have been corrected

Fig. 13 the Trolox+SB216763 panel that inadvertently duplicated the Noactivator+SB216763 image has been replaced. There was also an
imbalanced resizing of the NoInhibitor+MEL panel which has now been replaced for a different original image from the same experiment
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